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A: You could try to use a good text editor to open the PDF from a simple text document. A simple text document will be a lot
easier to understand than a PDF file. If you're using Windows, you could try Notepad++ or UltraEdit. On Mac, you could try
TextEdit or the built in editor called TextWrangler. Ideally you would want to take a screen shot of the PDF and go to
ImageMagick.org, where you could open the image in the browser and notepad and see what's in the PDF from that. I am not
sure what the problem is or how you're opening the PDF, so I am only recommending a text editor. The following information is
from what I would assume is a PDF based on your previous question. You can try to reproduce this and figure out the rest. Q:
Facebook SDK: Making a request like so: FB.API I am writing a very simple Facebook app that includes the "real time activity
feed." This is similar to how the activity-stream is displayed on a user's profile. My question is this: Let's say I want to display a
user's activity feed... How would I do that, exactly? I know how to make a GET request, and that works perfectly fine. I also
know how to make a POST request. But how would I request the user's activity feed via Facebook? I am doing this from my
server-side code in PHP, if that makes a difference. A: What I've been doing recently is using the FQL and documentation on
the Graph API ( ). Example FQL Example Graph API Here is example of PHP to get a user id (pasted from Facebook Page
SDK docs): $user = $facebook->getUser(); $me = null; if ($user) { try { $me = $facebook->api('/me'); } catch
(FacebookApiException $e) { error_log($e);
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